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BROCHURE COPY 
 
We Are Kilter present 
 

THEATRE FOR TWO 
A NEW INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE 

 

directed by Ed Theakston 
featuring plays written by Tabby Lamb, Macadie Amoroso, Ryan Lane & Gabriella 
Leon 
 
Can I be honest with you? I'm really glad we're doing this.  
But... did you bring the biscuits? 
 
After a year of being stuck, unexpectedly stranded in isolation, isn’t it time to meet 
someone new? Step inside and meet four eccentric characters who are desperate for 
company and comradeship – whether that’s sharing a cuppa, a daydream or a waxworm. 
Written by some of the most exciting up-and-coming talent, each semi-improvised short 
play will plunge the audience into a funny, surprising and perhaps peculiar experience, 
where you get to be part of reclaiming control of the story. Together, create playful 
interactions, celebrating the absurdity of human connection. 
  
Step inside and become part of a new story, a new world, where YOU are part of deciding 
how it ends. Pop in for one, or stay for all four! 
 
Gluten Free Chocolate Crispy Caramel Mini Bite by Tabby Lamb (Since U Been Gone, High Tide) 
Reptile by Macadie Amoroso (Blue Beneath My Skin, Bunker Theatre)  
The Recluse Who Lives On A Hill by Ryan Lane (Ryan Lane Will Be There Now In A Minute, VAULT) 
Share-My-Home Companion by Gabriella Leon (BBC’s Casualty)  
 
Press for We Are Kilter:  
★★★★★ "Moments of sheer brilliance. This may be the most powerful thing I've ever seen one woman do." Ed 
Fringe Review for Bit of Sunshine 
★★★★ "Enormously funny. An exceptional and joyous production." Boyz Magazine for Mating in Captivity 
★★★★ "An excellent, outrageous comedy. Masterfully directed by Ed Theakston" Theatre Box for Mating in Captivity 
 
Supported using public funds from The National Lottery through Arts Council England. 
 
Running time: each play lasts 10-15 minutes. Booking for all four will run at 45 minutes, 
including a short break.  
Age range: 12+         #TheatreForTwo 
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ABOUT THE SHOW 
 

THE SHOW 
Theatre For Two will host 4 new humorous plays each centring a playful interaction lasting 
around 10 minutes. Each interaction will take place within a pop-up performance unit 
designed with integrated COVID-19 safety measures.  
 
This project came from an urge to find inventive ways to rediscover live performance within 
the confines of social distancing guidelines, and as a comedic way of reflecting and exploring 
the strange times we are living through. Theatre For Two is our answer to the clear and 
present need to discover safe ways of experiencing live storytelling. Our custom designed, 
self-contained mobile performance unit with built-in social distancing and risk mitigation 
measures will host the safe and surprising meeting of audience and performer.   
 
We have commissioned a team of writers to each write a solo micro-play for Theatre For Two. 
Our writers are Tabby Lamb (Since U Been Gone, High Tide), Macadie Amoroso (Blue 
Beneath My Skin, Bunker Theatre), Ryan Lane (Ryan Lane Will Be There Now In A Minute, 
VAULT / Soho Theatre) and Gabriella Leon (currently a series regular in BBC’s Casualty). Each 
micro-play will centre a scripted, semi-improvised and interactive experience which shares 
agency and responsibility for the storytelling with the audience member.  
 
In building our team, it has been essential to us to ensure that artists from marginalised and 
underrepresented backgrounds – class, gender, race, sexuality – are involved at all stages, 
creating a beautiful diversity of experience for audiences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gluten Free Chocolate Crispy Caramel Mini Bite by Tabby Lamb 
In Gluten Free Chocolate Crispy Caramel Mini Bite two strangers connect over shared 
frustrations, queer achievements & a love of tasty snacks! From the mundane to the profound, 
sometimes we just need to be heard.  
 
Reptile by Macadie Amoroso 
Vivid hallucinations are so real you can almost touch them in REPTILE. Bear witness as a 
woman unravels memories of breakups, drunken nights in and wiggling waxworms. After all, 
is there anything our pets don't see? 
 
The Recluse Who Lives on the Hill by Ryan Lane  
Meet Ryan's latest madcap creation – The Recluse Who Lives on the Hill. Rumour has it she 
was once the most famous woman in Hollywood Land. So stay a while and, who knows... You 
could leave as the next shining star.  
 
Share-My-Home Companion by Gabriella Leon 
Welcome, our new Share My Home Companion! Private nightmares & ridiculous (sometimes 
terrible) poems are shared, a cuppa goes gold & copious amounts of snack-bag carrots are 
consumed in this witty, absurd interaction.  
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COVID-SAFE DESIGN 
Theatre For Two is designed to be compliant with the strictest social distancing and COVID-
safety measures. The space will be a self-contained pop-up unit approximately 3m by 2m, with 
one or two removable chairs for audience members and space for one performer. The space 
will be separated by a clear Perspex-style screen between audience and performer, to protect 
all parties from droplet and aerosol spread, and the space at 3m long additionally ensure the 
‘1m-plus’ social distancing advice can be adhered to at all times. The audience space is 
wheelchair accessible and will feature easily sanitised hard furnishings to ensure thorough and 
effective cleaning between performances, with tickets purchased as a ‘bubble’, for one or two. 
 
All risk mitigation measures, including cleaning of the audience space with biocidal antiviral 
cleaners between each performance and the provision of hand sanitiser for audience use, will 
be kept under regular review so that facilities continue to feel and be safe, and to ensure we 
are in adherence with best practice and the latest regulations. Measures can be relaxed or 
reintroduced in accordance with the latest guidance.  
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WE ARE KILTER 

 
We Are Kilter, a multi-award-winning emerging theatre company. Kilter’s work has a 
delightfully absurd comic sensibility, perfect for tackling storytelling in an extraordinary 
set of circumstances. The team are practically-minded makers – makers of experiences, of 
stories and of spaces, with a range of experience of arts operations as well as theatre-
making.  
 
Kilter’s joint artistic directors are Ed Theakston and Katie Coull, who founded the 
company in 2016 having met in training at East 15 Acting School. Kilter were recipients of 
the East 15 Emerging Companies Award, and won the Stockwell Playhouse One Act 
Festival Best Play Award with their debut production Bit of Sunshine, written and 
performed by Nicole Zweiback, which has since been seen at the Edinburgh Fringe twice, 
and in three subsequent London productions. We have made work for venues including 
the King's Head, Theatre503, Camden People's Theatre, STYX Tottenham, the Courtyard 
Hoxton, Landor_Space, and Tara Theatre. We have been commissioned by Wimbledon 
College of Art and worked with students at Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, 
ALRA and Mountview. Their work has been supported by the Lyric Hammersmith and the 
New Diorama Theatre. Recent productions include comedy Mating in Captivity (King’s 
Head Theatre Queer Season 2019), unconventional clowning show The Others (CPT’s 
SPRINT Festival 2018) and Meriel Hinsching’s striking debut play Attic (King’s Head). 
 
Kilter make irreverent, inventive theatre that responds to and seeks to change the world 
around us. Our work is emotionally charged, confronting, formally inventive, often comic 
and sometimes angry. We think humour, playfulness and theatrical inventiveness are 
important. There is a strong visual and physical strand to our work, and collaborating 
across art-forms and genres is central to how we create. 
 

Bit of Sunshine Attic 
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TARGET AUDIENCES & KEY  
MESSAGES 
 
• Previous We Are Kilter audiences – new production from award-winning theatre 

company, building on success of Bit of Sunshine, Mating in Captivity and The Others, 
which have all had longevity beyond their initial Fringe runs.  

• Previous Tabby Lamb audiences – new short play building on the success of critically-
acclaimed solo show Since U Been Gone, which premiered at the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival 2019 and transferred to London’s VAULT Festival 2020, after previewing at the 
Gate Theatre. Current collaborations include with drag legend David Hoyle. 

• Previous Macadie Amoroso audiences – new short play building on the success of 
critically-acclaimed solo show Blue Beneath My Skin, which premiered at the Bunker 
Theatre’s THIS IS BLACK festival 

• Previous Ryan Lane audiences - new short play building on the success of critically-
acclaimed solo show Ryan Lane Will Be There Now In A Minute, which premiered as part 
of Soho Rising having been developed on Soho Theatre’s Writers Lab, and was 
subsequently seen at London’s VAULT Festival 2020. 

• Previous Gabriella Leon audiences – new short play from actress and theatre-maker 
Gabriella Leon, known for her ground-breaking role as deaf nurse Jade Lovall in the BBC 
medical drama series Casualty.  

• Returning theatre audiences – new experience made collaboratively by an exceptional 
creative team. Relevant, humorous and thought-provoking piece about relationships in 
isolation. It is a key moment for reactivating these audiences. This activity represents a 
reassuringly safe & controlled environment with limited contact with others and 
integrated risk mitigation. 

• Fans of immersive or interactive events – the piece is interactive and immersive in 
nature, creating a unique experience. 

• LGBTQ+ audiences – as a project led by an over 50% LGBTQ+ team it will have an 
appeal to queer audiences, following on from We Are Kilter’s queer comedy Mating In 
Captivity, seen as part of the King’s Head Theatre’s Queer Season 2019. 

• Disabled audiences – all performances will be wheelchair accessible, performed in a 
Relaxed Environment, and access guides (Visual stories & Sensory Synopses) will be 
provided. One play is written by high-profile deaf actress Gabriella Leon. 

• Families and young people (ages 11+) – creative online resources and workshops 
tailored for young people & families. Interactive storytelling experiences that stimulate the 
imagination can be particularly exciting and beneficial for young people. 

• Fans of comedy – audiences that enjoy TV shows Inside Number 9, Fleabag, Friday Night 
Dinner, Peep Show. 

• Fans of devised/contemporary British theatre – theatre by Told By An Idiot, Wise 
Children, Kneehigh, Look Left Look Right. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 

 
Running Time 
Each play lasts 10-15 minutes. Each full cycle of all four will run at 45 minutes including a 
short break.  
 
Cast & Crew 
Minimum 3 touring – 2 cast, 1 stage manager. 
 
Dimensions 
The mobile unit measures approximately 3 metres by 2 metres, and has a maximum 
capacity of two audience members at a time. 
It is designed to fit through a standard domestic doorway for installation and strike. 
 
Lighting and Sound 
All lighting and sound equipment tours with the mobile unit, and is capable of running 
from two 13amp domestic plugs. 
 

TOUR DATES 

Now booking 
 
Schedule: Theatre For Two is designed to run over the course of a day, with a combination of 
tickets available separately for each individual show and as a package for a full cycle of all four.  
 
Upcoming performances: 
 

The CentrE17, Walthamstow – Saturday 5 & Sunday 6 June 
 

Stanley Arts, South Norwood – Saturday 12 & Sunday 13 June  
 

Turbine Theatre, Battersea – Saturday 26 & Sunday 27 June  
 

COLAB Tavern, Borough – Tuesday 6 & Wednesday 7 July 
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IMAGERY 
 

WATCH THE TRAILER 
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PRESS for past productions: 
 
For Mating in Captivity (King’s Head Theatre Queer Season 2019): 
★★★★ "An incredibly unlikely but somehow believable mess of misunderstanding,  
miscommunication and mishap ... exceedingly entertaining and unabashedly earnest." The 
Spy in the Stalls 
★★★★ “An hour of fun theatre, helped by a vibrant cast who bond like super glue - and some 
clever direction from Ed Theakston who ensured the play’s frantic pace never slackens.” Close 
Up Culture  
★★★★ “Enormously funny. An exceptional and joyous production. Very well cast with the 
three actors... showing a total mastery of comic timing.” Boyz Magazine 
★★★★ “They play the script like a troupe of jugglers managing Indian clubs, passing the 
conversation back and forth and never missing a beat.” London Pub Theatres  
★★★★ "An excellent, outrageous comedy with an outstanding cast. Masterfully directed by 
Ed Theakston." Theatre Box 
★★★★ "Joyous. Three young actors fully at the top of their game." London Pub Theatres  
“A riotous romp. It reminded me of a Joe Orton play but updated for a modern audience.” 
Dress Circle Reviews 
“An excellently matched cast... Occasionally crude and consistently witty, Mating in Captivity is 
a fresh production that kept the audience rapt.” British Theatre Guide  
"Superb. The performances are excellent." The Play's The Thing  
 
For Bit of Sunshine (Theatre503, EdFringe 2016 & 2019, Catalyst Festival, 
Landor_Space) 
!!!!! "Vivid, often visceral. This may be the most powerful thing I've ever seen one woman 
do." Ed Fringe Review 
!!!! "Explosive & truly harrowing. A brave piece of theatre which should be seen and 
embraced.# Broadway Baby 
!!!! "Full-bodied, intense and penetrating; there$s no turning back.# London Theatre 1 
!!!! "Moments of sheer brilliance... helps to break the stigma surrounding mental illnesses.
# Ed Fringe Review 
!!!! "A company with a great deal of potential... An astounding piece of work with a very 
compelling story to tell.# Young Perspective 
!!!! "Perfect. Expressive, extremely powerful and a great first piece for this exciting and 
emerging company.# NND Scotland 
!!!! "You will need to go a long way to find a more powerful production... It is in parts 
funny but 
at times harrowing. Great things ahead.” West End Wilma 
“In its acidic, tightly humorous way, Bit Of Sunshine invokes both the absurdity and fragility of 
adolescence and the futility in treating addiction and anxiety like a common cold.” The Sick of 
the Fringe 
“An accomplished piece of theatre.” Paul Vale, critic for The Stage 
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CREATIVE TEAM 
 

TABBY LAMB | WRITER  
Tabby Lamb is a non-binary writer and performer based in East London 
and a graduate of the Theatre Directing course at Dartington College of 
Arts. Equally inspired by Carly Rae Jepson and Tennessee Williams, 
they strive to tell stories that explore the intersections between popular 
culture and politics. Their debut solo show SINCE U BEEN GONE, which 
Tabby wrote and performed, premiered at the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival 2019, after previewing at the Gate Theatre. The show was 
spectacularly received by audiences and garnered a glowing 4* write 
up from the Guardian who called the play “bold, honest and swollen 

with love”. Tabby co-founded the devised feminist theatre company Holly&Ted in 2016 
with long-time collaborator and friend Holly Norrington. They were part of the Soho 
Theatre Writers Lab and the LGBTQ Arts Review #RaisingOurVoices scheme for queer 
and trans writers. They are currently under commission at The Unicorn Theatre, The Place 
and Central School of Speech and Drama. Alongside their passion for writing, Tabby is a 
facilitator and runs creative arts projects for young people from the LGBTQ+ community. 
 

MACADIE AMOROSO | WRITER  
Macadie Amoroso is an actress, writer and theatre-maker who trained 
on East 15’s BA Acting & Contemporary Theatre course. Her debut play, 
BLUE BENEATH MY SKIN was first performed at The Bunker Theatre in 
2019 as part of Steven Kavuma’s THIS IS BLACK festival. In 2020 it was 
revived as part of East 15's Debut Festival and won the King's Head 
Theatre Stella Wilkie Award and was selected to be performed at Pulse 
Festival. Macadie was a member of the National Youth Theatre, 
performing in F OFF at the Criterion Theatre directed by Paul Roseby. 
She played Carla in the gala performance of WHITHER WOULD YOU 

GO? directed by Jamie Lloyd, and Josie in BELLWETHER at the Stockwell Playhouse. 
 

RYAN LANE | WRITER & PERFORMER 
Ryan Lane is an actor and comedian who trained at Ecole Philippe 
Gaulier. He was the recipient of the Soho Theatre Rising Award for his 
first solo show, RYAN LANE WILL BE THERE NOW IN A MINUTE, which 
explored the relationship between his Welsh and queer identity and 
went on to be performed at VAULT Festival 2020. Other work includes 
LET ME PLAY THE LION TOO (Told by an Idiot, The Barbican), I SPY 
WITH MY LITTLE EYE SOMETHING BEGINNING WITH WHY HAVE YOU 
BEEN SLEEPING WITH MY WIFE (Soho Theatre), THE OWLS ARE NOT 
WHAT THEY SEEM and HILDA & THE SPECTRUM with Elf Lyons.  
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GABRIELLA LEON | WRITER & CO-CURATOR 
Gabriella Leon is an actress and theatre-maker, known for her ground-
breaking role as deaf nurse Jade Lovall in the BBC medical drama series 
CASUALTY. She is a founding member of We Are Kilter. Theatre credits 
include: CAN CAN (Told by an Idiot); THE OTHERS (Camden People’s 
Theatre); CLOSE (Landor_Space) and MONDEGREEN (STYX). Gabriella 
was mentored as a playwright by Charlotte Josephine (BLUSH, BITCH 
BOXER, Old Vic 12) during the development of her first full length play, 
and is currently developing a short film with director John Maidens (RTS 
Best Fiction award for short film, CATERPILLAR, premiered at EIFF). 

 
ZARA JANMOHAMED | PROJECT MANAGER 
Zara Janmohamed has extensive experience as a freelance project manager including the 
Arts Council supported THE PROCESS & WE ANCHOR IN HOPE (both Bunker Theatre) & 
THE AMBER TRAP (Theatre503), and TIME & TIDE (Park Theatre), HOARD, SITTING and 
MRS DALLOWAY (all Arcola) and has production managed for Mark Perrin Worldwide at 
the Edinburgh Fringe for several years. She has also worked as SM on the UK Tour of 
PASSAGE TO INDIA & Production Manager on the London Community Centre Tour of 
FABRIC. She trained on the BA in Technical Theatre and Stage Management at RADA. 
 
IOANA CURELEA | DESIGNER & CO-CURATOR 
Ioana Curelea is the recipient of the inaugural Naomi Wilkinson Award for Stage Design 
with Told by an Idiot and supported by the Charles Mason and Naomi Wilkinson 
Foundation. She holds a BA and an MA in Set Design for Theatre from Wimbledon 
College of Art. She has an active interest in radical art and unorthodox theatre making. 
Her recent credits include set and costume design for Told by an Idiot’s THE STRANGE 
TALE OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN & STAN LAUREL (Theatre Royal Plymouth, Wilton’s Music Hall 
and UK Tour); Collide Theatre’s METAMORPHOSIS (Tristan Bates, New Diorama, 
HomeMCR); THE OTHERS (Camden People’s Theatre); WELCOME TO THE UK 
(HomeMCR & Bunker Theatre); LILITH X KARAOKAY (Bunker Theatre); ATTIC (King’s Head 
Theatre); CLAY (Pleasance Theatre) and CRESTFALL (RADA Studios). 
 
ED THEAKSTON | DIRECTOR & CO-CURATOR 
Ed is an actor and theatre-maker, and is co-founder and joint artistic director of We Are 
Kilter. Ed’s work has been seen at Tara Arts, Theatre503, Camden People’s Theatre & 
King’s Head where he recently directed sell-out comedy MATING IN CAPTIVITY which 
reviewers called ‘Masterfully directed’ (4* TheatreBox). Directing includes: solo show BIT 
OF SUNSHINE (Theatre503, Edinburgh Fringe 2016 and 2019, Catalyst Festival, 
Landor_Space, won Best Play at Stockwell Playhouse 1-Act Fest), THE OTHERS (CPT 
SPRINT Festival 2019), ATTIC (King’s Head Theatre), SHAI-ANN (RIFT 90’s Season) and 
MURK (WCA). R&D projects include for RSC, Complicité, The Alchemist & a commission 
from Wimbledon College of Art & Lyric Hammersmith, mentored by Glen Neath. He holds 
a First from East 15’s Contemporary Theatre course, has coached at ALRA in Audition 
Technique & directed productions on Mountview’s MA Theatre Producing & RCSSD’s 
Applied Theatre courses. Ed has completed China Plate’s producer training programme 
The Optimists, and is an alum of the Soho Theatre Writers’ Lab.  
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CONTACT 
 

ED THEAKSTON 
info@weare-kilter.co.uk 

07849 880563 
 

@wearekilter / www.weare-kilter.co.uk 
 


